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A kinetic model is presented for the post-gelation period of free-radical monovinyl-divinyl monomer 
copolymerization reactions. The model involves the moment equations of both the primary and the branched 
molecules in the sol, and predicts the vinyl-group conversions, the number of crosslinks and the chain-length 
averages as a function of the reaction time. Formulae for the weight fraction and cycle-rank density of the gel 
and its equilibrium degree of swelling are derived. The predictions are found to be in good agreement with 
experimental data on the copolymerization of styrene (S) with m-divinylbenzene (DVB) obtained by Hild 
and Okasha. The reaction time for incipient phase separation during S-DVB copolymerization in the 
presence of a solvent and the threshold concentration of the DVB for the formation of heterogeneous 
structures are also calculated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Polymer gels with the ability to absorb many times their 
dry weight of solvent are widely used as absorbents in 
medical, chemical and agricultural applications. The 
properties of the polymer gels, such as their equilibrium 
swelling ratio and macroporosity, are known to depend 
on their network structure, and the latter is closely related 
to their formation history. 

Several models have been proposed to describe the 
formation-structure-properties relationships in polymer 
gels. The statistical models originate from Flory 1'2 and 
Stockmayer 3'4, and they all assume equal and conversion- 
independent reactivities of functional groups 5-8. However, 
the free-radical monovinyl~zlivinyl monomer (MVM- 
DVM) copolymerization (a commonly used procedure 
for preparing polymer gels) involves at least three types 
of functional groups (vinyl groups) with different 
reactivities, and various elementary reactions 9. The 
statistical models are thus not appropriate to deal with 
such kinetically controlled polymerization systems. An 
alternative method is to combine kinetic and statistical 
concepts in modelling MVM-DVM copolymerizationl°: 
here, the size of the monomer units is increased kinetically 
to include all of the non-random aspects of the 
polymerization. Then, the generated 'superspecies' are 
combined statistically 11-14. 

Compared to the statistical models, kinetic models take 
into account all the kinetic features of copolymerization, 
and so may offer a more realistic approach to the 
microscopic phenomena occurring during the MVM-DVM 
copolymerizations. Kinetic models of MVM-DVM 
copolymerization involving the moment equations have 
been proposed by Mikos et al? 5, and by Tobita and 
Hamielec 16-~a. The former model considers the polymer 
species present in the reaction system as the 'primary 
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molecules '2, i.e. as the molecules that would result if all 
crosslinks in the system were cut, and evaluates the 
moment equations of these hypothetical chains. Although 
the equations derived are exact as long as the assumptions 
made are valid, the model cannot predict the properties 
of sol and gel fractions. Moreover, as also pointed out 
by Tobita and Hamielec 17, the adaptation of the gel-point 
condition of the statistical theories into the model is 
dearly incorrect. 

The latter model, the pseudo-kinetic rate-constant 
method of Tobita and Hamielec, is an excellent model 
for calculating the chain-length averages of non-linear 
polymers up to the gel point. However, the moment 
equations derived for the post-gelation period are quite 
complex and contain so many kinetic rate constants that 
a comparison of the model predictions with experiments 
would be impossible. 

The aim of this work was primarily to develop a kinetic 
model for prediction of sol and gel properties in 
MVM-DVM copolymerization, such as the chain-length 
averages of sol molecules, the cycle rank and the 
equilibrium degree of swelling of the gel, as well as phase 
separation during crosslinking leading to the formation 
of porous structures. It was also of inherent interest to 
derive simple relations between the synthesis conditions 
and properties of sol and gel fractions for practical 
calculations. 

As is well known, at the gel point many moments of 
the polymer distribution diverge, so that the passage 
beyond the gel point is one of the main problems of 
chemical kinetics. Beyond this point, one may expect that 
the radicals generated in the sol phase, although reduced 
in mobility, would still be active, and that they propagate 
and terminate until becoming a part of the gel. 
However, radicals located on the gel are enveloped by 



network chains. Although they can react with small 
molecules, such as primary radicals and monomers, their 
participation in crosslinking and termination reactions 
with polymer chains is greatly hindered ~9'2°. In the 
kinetic model presented below, the introduction of the 
steady-state approximation for sol radicals simplifies the 
kinetic scheme of the post-gelation period. The equations 
corresponding to this scheme can be solved analytically 
to obtain important features of the post-gelation period, 
such as the weight fraction of gel and the chain-length 
averages of both primary and branched molecules in the 
sol. From these features, useful properties of the gel, such 
as its cycle-rank density and equilibrium degree of 
swelling, can be readily evaluated. 

In the kinetic treatment that follows, the main 
assumptions made are as follows: (i) the steady-state 
approximation is assumed for each of the radical species 
in the sol; (ii) no cyclization reactions occur; (iii) the 
reactions are chemically controlled before the gel 
point, and only termination reactions become diffusion- 
controlled beyond gelation; and (iv) the radicals located 
on gel molecules are inactive and cannot attack the 
pendent vinyls. Moreover, in the interests of simplicity: 
(v) penultimate effects are neglected; (vi) the DVM is 
assumed to have symmetric vinyls; and (vii) chain transfer 
reactions are dismissed from the kinetic scheme. However, 
these latter three points can also be treated with this 
model. 

KINETIC MECHANISM 

Vinyl-group conversions 
MVM-DVM copolymerization reactions involve three 

types of vinyl groups, as schematically illustrated in 
Figure 1: (i) those on MVM (M1), (ii) those on 
DVM (M2), and (iii) those on polymer chains, i.e. pendent 
vinyls (M3). The instantaneous rate constants for 
propagation and termination reactions defined as: 

3 
kpi= E kpJixJ ( l a )  

j = l  

3 i 

kte--- ~ ~ kteijXix j ( lb )  
i = l j = l  

3 i 

kid = .~, E ktdijXiXj (lc) 
i = ] j = l  

kt = ktc + ktd (ld) 

are also shown in Figure 1. Here, kvj i is the propagation 
rate constant between radicals and vinyls M* and Mi 
respectively, ktc~j and ktd~; are the termination rate 
constants between radicals of types M* and M* by 
coupling and by disproportionation respectively, and xj 
is the instantaneous mole fraction of the radical M*, i.e. 
x; = [M*]/[R'*],  where [R'*] is the total radical (active 
primary molecule) concentration defined by: 

3 
[R'* ]  = ~ [M*]  

1=1 

Note that the instantaneous rate constants defined 
above are equivalent to the pseudo-kinetic rate constants 
in the formalism of Tobita and Hamielec is. The 
instantaneous mole fraction of the radical species xj can 

21 easily be evaluated as in a terpolymerization (see 
Appendix 1). Applying equations (la)-(ld), one may 
derive the rate equations for the concentration of the 
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Figure 1 Scheme of propagation and termination reactions in free- 
radical copolymerization of a MVM with a DVM having symmetric 
vinyls 

initiator I, vinyl groups M~ and crosslinks # as follows: 

r~= - kd[I] (2) 

rM, = -- kplrR'*][M1] (3) 

rM2 = -- 2kv2 [R'*I FM 2] (4) 

rM3 = kp2[a'*][M2] - kpaI-R'*][M3] (5) 

r~ = kpa[R'*]FMa] (6) 

I-R'*] = (2fkd[I]/kt) 1/2 (7) 

where k d is the decomposition rate constant of the 
initiator and f is the initiator efficiency. 

Since, according to the proposed model, the reactions 
occurring before the gel point are assumed to be 
chemically controlled, all the rate constants of the 
elementary reactions are constant quantities up to 
the gel point. However, beyond gelation, termination 
reactions become strongly diffusion-controlled owing to 
the decrease in the mobility of the polymer radicals and 
to the steric hindrance of the network chains. As a result, 
the rate constant kt will decrease continuously as the 
polymerization proceeds, and one may expect that this 
decrease depends on the crosslink density of the reaction 
system 19. The apparent decrease of the termination rate 
of the radicals beyond gelation may be given by the 
empirical relation: 

kt= z(e)k ° (8) 

where k ° represents the chemically controlled termination 
rate constant and z(e) is a function describing the variation 
of the termination rate with the crosslink density. There 
is presently no theory available to give the functional 
form of z(e). Therefore, it can be estimated by fitting 
experimental data of the post-gelation period. 

Molecular-weight distribution of  sol molecules 
Depending on the location, the proposed kinetic model 

distinguishes two types of radicals, polymers and vinyl 
groups: those in the sol and those on the gel. Henceforth, 
symbols with a prime (') or double prime (") are used to 
denote species in the sol or in the gel, respectively, whereas 
those without any primes refer to species in the whole 
polymerization system. Neglecting the attack of gel 
radicals on pendent vinyl groups, the equations for 
the appearance and disappearance of sol molecules 
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composed oft  structural units can be written as follows: 

Formation 

. , k., R'.* (9a) A + Mi,,_ 1 

t ,  t kpi Rr_ i_~+M~o , R',* ( r > j + l )  (9b) 

R'~* '* k,¢ + R,_~ , D', (r > s) (9c) 

Consumption 

R'.*+M~, i kp, ~ R.+i+* 1 (9d) 

M',r + a',* kp, ,. (9e) , I R r + s +  1 

t ,  , kt R, + R  e ~ D,+~ and/or D,+D~ (9t) 

(r, s = l ,  2, 3 . . . .  ; j=0 ,  1, 2 . . . .  ; i=1, 2 and 3) 

Here A* is the primary radical, kai is the initiation rate 
constant with vinyl Ms, Mi.j represents the vinyl group 
of type i belonging to a molecule composed ofj structural 
units, and R* and D, represent the active polymer and 
the dead polymer of chain length r, respectively. Since, 
in the pre-gelation period, only finite species are present 
in the reaction system, the concentration of sol species 
is equal to their overall concentration, i.e. [R'r*] = JR*]. 
Beyond the gel point, a large number of sol molecules 
are still present in the reaction system. They become 
connected to the infinite network (gel) as the crosslinking 
reactions proceed. Experimental data clearly show that 
the decrease in the crosslink density of the sol just beyond 
the gel point is very rapid. Over a wide conversion range, 
the average chain length of the sol species remains almost 
constant 2'9'1z-z4. Accordingly, one may expect that the 
concentration of sol radicals should decrease very rapidly 
at the gel point, but the rate of change of the sol radical 
concentration should quickly become and remain zero 
during the course of the post-gelation period (steady-state 
condition for sol radicals). 

Relying on the above hypothesis, the method of 
moments can be applied to the kinetic model of the 
reactions represented by equations (9a)-(9t) to calculate 
the nth moment of the active polymer and the polymer 
distributions in the sol, defined as: 

11.- ~, r"[R',*] (10a) 
r = l  

Q . -  ~, r"[P',] (10b) 

respectively. Here, P', denotes the (active+dead) sol 
polymers of chain length r, i.e. [P',] = [R',*] + [D',]. From 
the moments of the distribution, the nth average chain 
length of the active polymer and that of the total polymer 
in the sol can be calculated as follows: 

,~.* = Y . / ~ _ ,  (1 la) 

-~. = Q . / Q . -  1 (11 b) 

In the following treatment, symbols with a superscript 
dot (') relate to the primary molecules, whereas those 
without this superscript relate to the branched molecules. 

Moments of the primary molecules 
If the primary molecules are considered as the sole 

reacting species, the kinetic treatment of MVM-DVM 
copolymerization is extremely simplified because j = 0 for 
all vinyl groups M[s. The preceding reaction scheme can 
be adapted to this treatment merely by replacing M'~a 
with M'~,o and eliminating equation (9e). From the balance 
equations given in Appendix 2, the moments of the 
primary molecules can be expressed as follows: 

Y'.=n!(Y'JYo)"Y o n=2,3 ,4  .. . .  (12) 

fktd n + 1 "~ 
r . = / - - + - -  ktc) Yo' Y~, n=0, 1,2, ... (13) 
Q" \~s  2 

where 

Y'~ = (  92 Z kv,[M,]/k, 
i = I  

and ~b, is the fraction of radicals belonging to the sol 
fraction: 

~b,= 1 + ~ /  (14) 

The moment equations allow calculation of the 
chain-length averages of the primary molecules in the 
sol, i.e. the nth average chain length of polymer radicals 
in the sol: 

"X',*=nYI/Y o n= 1,2,3,... (15) 

and the instantaneous nth average chain length of the 
primary molecules in the sol (X~ = ro./ro._): 

X~, - (  ktd/~b' + ~n + 1)ktc)X., - \  ~ k ~  ] " n=1,2,3,... 

(16) 

On the basis of the distribution moments, some useful 
properties of network-forming systems may now be 
defined. The average crosslink density of the sol polymer, 
#', which is the fraction of branched structural units in 
the sol, is: 

#' = 2[/~']/Q~ (17) 

and the number of branched units per weight-average 
primary molecule in the sol, ~', is: 

g' = #')72 (18) 

Note that, by setting tks = 1, the equations given above 
predict the properties of the primary molecules prior to 
gelation, or their average properties in the whole reaction 
system (sol+gel) beyond gelation. For example, the 
overall crosslink densities can be calculated as follows: 

# = 2[p]/Q ;,~, = i (17a) 

g= #X2.,,= ~ (18a) 

Moments of the branched molecules 
In contrast to the primary molecules, the polymerization 

degree of a branched molecule changes upon reaction of 
pendent vinyls belonging to it with radicals (equation 
(9e)). Thus, the chain lengthj is zero for monomeric vinyls 
M 1 and M 2 but larger than zero for pendent vinyls M 3. 

The quantitative treatment of the reactions based on 
branched molecules also requires two assumptions. First, 
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the rate at which a radical reacts with a polymer to form 
a branch point is proportional to the number of units 
of the polymer; in other words, the distribution of 
units bearing pendent vinyls along the polymer is 
homogeneous, i.e.: 

[M~.~] = ([M~]/Q~)r[P',] (19) 

In fact, this approximation is equivalent to stating that, 
according to the terminology of the Tobita-Hamielec 
crosslink-density distribution model ~7'~a'25'26, the 
additional crosslink density p~(O, ~) is independent of the 
birth conversion 0. The second assumption stipulates that 
only one radical centre is present in each active polymer 
(Yo = Yo), i.e. crosslinks are assumed to form only between 
polymer chains born at different conversions. 

From equations (A6) and (AS) of Appendix 2, the 
moments for branched molecules in the sol can be 
expressed as follows: 

kpa[M;] 2"-1/'n'~ 
+ ktYoQ1 (as ~Y" lv/KQ"-ok/ + 1 - ~  n=1,2 ,3  ....  

(20) 

(21a) 

(21b) 

rQo = rQo -- kp3[M;] Yo 

rQ~ = rQ~ 

rQ: = 2(ktd/tps + 1.5k,~) Y 2 - kpa[M~] Yo(Wg/c~s)Qa/Qx 
(21c) 

ro .~-n[k td /C~s+~n+l)k tc]Y1Y._  x n=3,4 ,5  .. . .  

(21d)  

where Wg is the gel fraction. 
The nth average polymerization degree of active 

polymers is given by: 

X.* =-%7,* 
k,, M;l 2"-' 

~ktYoy._,QqbS~=o\v]Y~Q.+,_~ n=1,2,3 .... 

(22) 

The instantaneous nth average polymerization degree 
of the branched molecules is: 

(X0-1 = (X])- 1 _ p, (23a) 

X 2 = X 2 ( l + p ' ` % 2 ) 2 ~ X 2 ( 1 - t - 2 p ' ` % 2 )  for p'<< 1 

(23b) 

(23c) X.~_(`%*_ - ' *  " 1/X._  1)X. n = 3, 4, 5 . . . .  

where p' is the instantaneous crosslink density of sol 
molecules, i.e. p ' = d [ # ' ] / d Q a .  The first and second 
average polymerization degrees of the accumulated sol 
polymer can be obtained from equations (23a) and (23b) 
as: 

(`%0- ~ = (`%~)- ~ -0 .5t  5' (23a') 

"Y2-- X2 _ _  X_.~_~ (23b') 
f o., 1 - g 

1 --  (2 /Q,)  p'X'2 dQ ,  
o 

which are identical to the equations derived by Flory 
and Stockmayer using statistical methods 2'a. (Note that 
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the symbols marked by a superscript bar denote the 

fo" 
accumulated values, i.e. fi' =(2/Q1) p' dQ1.) Moreover, 

by setting q~s= 1 and W~=0, all the above equations 
describe the properties of the branched molecules prior 
to gelation, and they are identical to the equations of the 
Tobita-Hamielec model 1 v. 

Gelation 
The presence of pendent vinyl groups on the growing 

polymer species offers the possibility of forming chemical 
structures of macroscopic dimensions called polymer 
gels. At the incipient formation of infinite structures, 
which is defined as the gel point, the second average 
polymerization degree goes to infinity: 

(`%2)-1 = 0 (24) 

Moreover, the gel point can also be predicted after 
substitution of equation (24) into equation (23b') as: 

g = 1 (25a) 

so that the average crosslink density at the gel point 
becomes: 

f ' =  1/̀ %2 (25b) 

which is identical with the Flory-Stockmayer criterion 
for the onset of gelation. It must be pointed out that the 
dependence of the crosslink-density distribution on the 
birth conversion of the primary chains is not accounted 
for in the present model. Actually, gelation occurs earlier, 
i.e. g is less than unity at the gel point, if there 
is a crosslink-density distribution among the primary 
chains 9. In order to remove this approximation, p' in 
equation (23b') should be replaced with p~,, which is the 
instantaneous weight-average crosslink density of the 
primary chains 9. 

Weight f ract ion o f  sol (Ws) 
The weight fraction of soluble polymer in the reaction 

mixture is defined by 

W~ - Q]/Q] , , ,  =1 (26) 

and can be calculated from equation (13) as: 

W~ = ~9~ [ 1 - (ktc/kt)(1 - ~bs)] (27) 

In order to solve equation (27) together with 
equation (14), one needs to know the concentration of 
pendent vinyls in the gel ([M~]). The statistical theory 
of network formation predicts the ratio of the crosslink 
densities in the gel and in the entire system as2: 

~"/fi - 1 + W~ (28a) 

whereas the kinetic model gives, assuming random 
crosslinking: 

/3" Eft'] [M;] 
. . . .  (28b) 

p E~]w, EM3]W, 
From these equations one obtains: 

[M;] = [M3](1 - W 2) (29) 

and substituting this relation and equation (14) into 
equation (27) yields: 

1 - W a = 0.5ag (30) 
w~(1 - w~)  
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where a=(2+ktffkt)-l. Equation (30) predicts the gel 
fraction from the overall crosslink density of the reaction 
system. 

GEL PROPERTIES 

Cycle rank 
A polymer network can be best characterized by its 

cycle rank, ¢, defined as the number of independent 
circuits in it, or as the number of chains that have to be 
cut to reduce the network to a macroscopic tree 27. 
Assuming random crosslinking, the macroscopic tree-like 
structure first formed in MVM-DVM copolymerization 
contains no closed circuit. Thus, at the time of gelation, 
the cycle rank of the network is zero. After gelation, 
closed circuits start to form in the network structure, and 
each active crosslink will produce, on average, one 
independent circuit. Accordingly, the instantaneous 
network structures formed in MVM-DVM copolymeriz- 
ation can be considered as occurring in two steps. 

In the first step, all the primary molecules of the 
network are joined to form a macroscopic tree with ~ =0. 
The number density of active crosslinks at the end of the 
first step, [F~]/Q~', can be calculated using equations 
(25b) and (28a) as: 

[/z~]/Q'~" = (g;.+, = 1) -1 (31) 

where Q~" is the first moment of the primary molecule 
distribution of the gel. 

In the second step, additional crosslinks are introduced 
intermolecularly. Since the total number density of 
active crosslinks in the final network is known from 
equation (28) and can be written as: 

[lt']/Q'~" = [#](1 + W~)/Q'~,+, = 1 (32) 

the number density of additional crosslinks produced in 
the second step, ([/[']-[/z~'])/Q'~', is equal to the 
cycle-rank density of the network: 

[~](1 + WJ 1 
- - -  ( 3 3 )  
Q';" Q~,+,=I J([.,,= i 

Equilibrium degree of swelling 
Flory's swelling equation for tetrafunctional networks 2a: 

ln(1 - v2) + v2 + ;(v22 = - (~/Vo)F'lv1/3(v~)2/3(1 + K) 
(34) 

is used for interpreting the swelling behaviour of the 
networks obtained in MVM-DVM copolymerization. 
Here, /)2 is the volume fraction of the network in the 
equilibrium swollen gel, ;( is the polymer-solvent 
interaction parameter, Vo is the volume of the network 
in the reference state, ~'t is the molar volume of solvent, 
/)~ is the volume fraction of the gel at the end of its 

o t !  ** - -  formation (i.e./)2 = Q 1 V2), V: is the molar volume of the 
structural unit, and K is a factor. K is a function of v 2 
and also of the network parameter x, which is a measure 
of entanglement constraints. The two extreme cases for 
K are 0 and 1 _/)~/3 respectively for phantom and affine 
networks 29. 

The polymer-solvent interaction parameter ;( in 
general depends on /)z and on the temperature. At 
constant temperature, this dependence is given bya°: 

;( ~--- ;(i "lL ; (2/)2 "-tL ;( 3/)2 2 "q-" " " (35) 

where ;(1, ;(2, ;(3 . . . .  are empirical constants. 

In the notation of the thermodynamic theories of 
polymer solutions and thus in the derivation of the 
left-hand side of equation (34), a polymer chain is 
considered as a collection of hypothetical repeat units 
called segments; a segment is defined as the portion of a 
chain whose volume equals that of the solvent molecule 2. 
For coupling equation (34) to the model, a structural unit 
and a segment are assumed to be identical. Thus, since 
Vo ~ tie -- Qi Vl, the cycle-rank density of the network with 
respect to the network volume is obtained from equation 
(33) as: 

(36) 
Vo VI\ Q~.+:=, -'~2,+,:, ) 

Using equations (34)-(36), the equilibrium degree of 
swelling of the network in the reaction system, i.e. in the 
mixture of the monomers, solvent and the sol molecules, 
or in a swelling agent, can be calculated as a function of 
the post-gelation time. 

Phase separation 
Both the equilibrium degree of swelling of the gel in 

the reaction system (v; 1) and its degree of dilution ((v~)- 1) 
decrease as the reaction time increases and, after a definite 
time, v2 may reach the value of v~. Thereafter, since 
dilution of a gel cannot be greater than its equilibrium 
degree of swelling, the excess of the diluent (unreacted 
monomers plus solvent) should separate out of the gel 
phase, resulting in the syneresis of the gel, i.e. in phase 
separation 31. Thus, the condition for incipient phase 
separation during MVM-DVM copolymerization is 
given by: 

/)2 = / ) ~  ( 3 7 )  

After phase separation, v2 increases with further 
crosslinking but the actual degree of dilution of the gel 
in the reaction system, i.e. its degree of solvation, should 
remain equal to v2. Thus, assuming the validity of the 
limitations following from the Flory lattice theory and 
the theory of rubber elasticity, equation (34) becomes 
after phase separation: 

ln(1 - v2) + v2 + Zv 2 = - (¢/Vo)~'1v2(1 + K) (38) 

Moreover, since (v~)- : -(v2)- t equals the volume ratio 
of the diluent to the gel phase (Vd), the porosity of the 
networks after removing the diluent and after drying, 
P%, can also be calculated. Assuming isotropic swelling, 
it is given by: 

Vd 
P% = x 100 (39) 

l+Vd 

It must be pointed out that the isotropic swelling 
assumption is equivalent to stating that Vd does not 
change when a gel molecule is dried. However, as is well 
known from recent studies, the drying process of a gel 
molecule may lead to a partial or total collapse of the 
pores 32'33. The preservation of the original porosity, 
called 'maximum porosity', can be attained by decreasing 
the interactions between polymer chains and the solvent 
before the drying process, i.e. during the treatment of 
swollen gel with solvents with decreasing solvating 
power aa. Accordingly, P% predicted by the model 
corresponds to the maximum porosity of the networks. 
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End of the copolymerization 
MVM-DVM copolymerization reactions can end 

before total conversion of vinyl groups, when the reaction 
temperature (T) is below the glass transition temperature 
of the reaction system (Ts~2). Experimental data show 
that the glass transition temperature of a polymer 
network (T~) increases as its crosslink density increases a4. 
This dependence can be given by the empirical relation: 

Tg 1 = Tglo + A X  2 + B ( X 2 )  2 + " "  (40) 

where Tglo is the glass transition temperature of the 
primary molecule, X 2 is the mole fraction of the DVM 
in the network, and A, B . . . .  are constants. For example, 
analysis of the measurements of Ellis et al. 35 leads to the 
following expression for Tgl of styrene<livinylbenzene 
networks: 

Tg 1 (K) = 385 + 135X 2 + 183(X2) 2 (41) 

On the other hand, the glass transition temperature 
of a polymer network-solvent system (Tg12) can be 
calculated using the equationSS*: 

Tg12- -  v 2 A C p l T g l °  + ( 1 - / ) 2 ) A C p 2  Tg2 (42) 
v ~ A C p l  rg  I o / r g l  -+ (1 - u ; ) A C p 2  

where ACpz and ACpz are the incremental changes in the 
heat capacities of the primary molecules and the solvent 
at their T, respectively, and T,2 is the glass transition 
temperature of the solvent. 

Taking TgI 2 = T, equations (40) and (42) can be solved 
for v~ to predict the end-point of the MVM-DVM 
copolymerization reactions. 

Calculations 
The kinetic model is solved for a batch isothermal 

MVM-DVM copolymerization. Owing to the differences 
in the densities of the MVM (d 0, DVM (d2) and the 
p o l y m e r  (dp), the reaction volume V~ will change during 
the polymerization. If S represents the concentration of 
species I, MI, # and the moments of the polymer 
distributions Q,, a mass balance requires: 

d(V,S) dS S dV, 
rs - - -  t (43) 

V~ dt dt V r dt 

where dV,/dt is the rate of volume change, which, 
assuming ideal solutions, is given by: 

d V~/dt = [rM,(d 11 _dff ~)MW~ + 0.5rM2(d 2 ~ --dp 1)MW2] V r 

(44) 

where MW1 and MW 2 are the molecular weights of MVM 
and DVM respectively. 

The mass-balance equations of the kinetic model 
represented by equation (43) can be solved numerically 
to predict the conversions, number of active crosslinks, 
average polymerization degrees of the primary molecules 
as well as of the branched molecules, and the 
characteristics of the networks such as the cycle-rank 
density and the equilibrium degree of swelling as a 
function of the polymerization time. The gel fraction can 
be calculated using equation (30) from the overall 
crosslink density of the reaction system, and equations 

* In ref. 35, Tg~2 is expressed in terms of different parameters than given 
in equation (42). The correspondences are Tgl(X = 0) = Tgl0, Tgl(X ) = Tg 1, 
ACp~(X=O)=ACp~,  x l  =v°2, and x 2 =  1 - v ~  

Kinetic modelling of network formation: O. Okay 

(16) and (23) serve fm the evaluation of the average 
polymerization degrees of sol species beyond the gel point. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The kinetic model was solved for the styrene-m- 
divinylbenzene (S-m-DVB) copolymerization in benzene 
solutions at 60°C using 2,2'-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) 
as an initiator. The predictions of the model were 
compared with the experimental data of Hild and 
Okasha 24'36. The values of the kinetic constants and the 
parameters used in the calculations are given in Table 1. 
The propagation, crosslinking and termination rate 
constants are assumed to be independent of the type of 
the radical end, i.e. k p l l  = kp21 = kp31. The chain transfer 
reactions are neglected because of the very low transfer 
constants to the monomers and to the selected solvent 21. 
The functional form of z(e) describing the decrease in the 
termination rate constants beyond gelation was estimated 
from the variation of gel properties with the reaction 
time. The empirical correlation: 

z(e)=m/i~= 1 ~i (45) 

was found to be best suited to fit the experimental data 
of Hild and Okasha. Here m is an adjustable parameter, 
which can take on integral values. 

The factor K of the swelling equation (equation (34)) 
is taken to be zero (phantom network assumption). 
Benzene, toluene, styrene and divinylbenzene have similar 
thermodynamic properties; moreover the polystyrene/S- 
DVB network interaction parameter is negligible 4°. Thus, 
using the values of the empirical constants Zi given 
in Table 1, which are reported to be temperature- 
independent, the equilibrium swelling degrees of S-DVB 
networks in the polymerization system or in the swelling 
agent toluene or benzene can be calculated by use of 
equation (34) (for v2 < v~) or of equation (38) (for v 2 > v~). 

The rate constant of the intermolecular crosslinking 
reactions kp j  3 w a s  calculated using the experimental 
gelation time measured by Hild and Okasha 36 for the 
following reaction conditions: [M1]o=4M; [ME]o- -=  

0.16M; [I]o=0.08M; c=43% (initial mass of the 
monomers in 100ml solution); DVB=2% (mol% of 

Table 1 Kinetic constants and parameters for S-m-DVB copolymeriz- 
ation in benzene at 60°C using AIBN as an initiator 

Constants  Ref. 

kd =8.5 x 10-6S -1 21 
kpj ~ = 145 1 mo l -  1 s -  ~ 21 = 
kpj2 = 1651mol -~ s -~ 36 
ktcij =2.9 x 107 l m o l - t  s -1 21 = 
ktdij = 0  21 ~ 
f =0.45 36 
ZI =0.455 37, 38 b 
Z2 = --0.155 37, 38 b 
Zi = 0  (i~>3) 37, 38 b 
ACpl = 0 . 2 8 3 J g  - 1 K  -1 35 
ACpz = 0 . 7 0 J g - l K - 1  35 
T~I o = 385 K 35 
TK2 = l 1 3 K  39 
dl = d z = 0.91 g ml - 
M W  1 = 104 g mol -~ 
M W  2 = 1 3 0 g m o 1 - 1  
dp = 1.08 g ml - 1 33 

= Rate constant  for the homopolymerization of styrene 
b Constant  for S-DVB network/toluene system 
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Figure 3 Vinyl-group conversions, fraction of the DVB units bearing 
pendent vinyl groups PV, and g shown as functions of the reaction time. 
Experimental results of Hild and Okasha are shown as filled circles. 
Calculations beyond gelation are for m = 2. The broken vertical line 
represents the position of the gel point. See legend to Figure 2 for the 
reaction conditions 

m-DVB with respect to the monomers). Here the subscript 
0 indicates initial concentrations. They found a gelation 
time of 7.5 h. The kinetic model predicts the onset of 
gelation after 7.5 h if kpj 3 is 19 1 mol- 1 s- 1. This value 
was used for further calculations. 

For the initial conditions given above, Figure 2 shows 
the number- and weight-average polymerization degrees 
and the ~ value as functions of the reaction time up to 
the gel point. The dotted curves represent the average 
polymerization degrees of the primary molecules (37~,), 
whereas the full curves represent those of the branched 
molecules (3?,). For the lower and upper curves of each 
series, n= 1 and 2, respectively. The filled and empty 
circles are the results of the measurements of Hild and 
Okasha for 3? 2 and 37~ respectively. The predictions of 
the model are in good agreement with the experimental 
results. Deviations appearing between the theoretical and 
experimental X2 values as time approaches the gelation 
time may be due to the increase in the number of radical 
centres per living polymer. 

For the same reaction conditions, the vinyl-group 
conversions, the fraction of DVB units bearing pendent 
vinyls (PV) and g are plotted against the reaction time 
in Figure 3. The adjustable parameter m representing the 
extent of autoacceleration in the post-gelation period is 
assumed equal to 2. Experimental conversion data of 
Hild and Okasha up to the gel point are also shown as 
filled circles. Again, the predictions of the model are 
in excellent agreement with the experimental results, 
although the overall conversion at the gel point is 
unusually high (about 40%). Therefore, one may conclude 
that the assumption of the model that the reactions in 
the pre-gelation period are chemically controlled is 
correct, at least for the system studied. The consumption 
rates of the vinyl groups and the formation rate of 
crosslinks increase beyond gelation owing to the increase 
in the radical concentration according to equations (7) 
and (8), i.e. owing to the gel effect. 

In Figure 4a, the number- and weight-average 
polymerization degrees prior to gelation and for the sol 
after gelation are shown as functions of the reaction time. 
The chain-length averages of the primary molecules 
(dotted curves) decrease only slightly during the course 
of the polymerization, whereas the weight-average 
polymerization degree of the branched molecules is a 
hyperbolic function of the pre-gelation time. Beyond the 
gel point, the weight-average polymerization degree of 
the sol 3?2 returns to finite values and both 371 and 3?2 
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the equilibrium swelling ratio of the gel in toluene v2 ~ with the reaction 
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decrease with further crosslinking. Figure 4b shows the 
dependence of the gel fraction VCg and the equilibrium 
volume swelling ratio (l/v2) of the gel in toluene on the 
reaction time. The rate of change in W s and in the swelling 
ratio is rapid beyond gelation up to 15 h; thereafter, it 
slows down owing to the small amount of crosslinking 
agent set in and as a result of the low rate constant of 
the crosslinking reactions. 

For 5% DVB, Hild et al. 24 reported a gelation time 
of 3.25 h compared to 2.23 h predicted by the model, as 
seen in Figure 5. The deviation between theory and 
experiment in the gelation times can be attributed to the 
intramolecular crosslinking reactions. The variation of 
the vinyl-group conversions and g with time are shown 
in Figure 6. Compared to Figure 3, the increase in the 
DVB concentration from 2 to 5% shifts the gel point t s 
to lower conversion (from 40 to 16%) and enhances the 
effect of autoacceleration. 

Under the same reaction conditions, the variations of 
the gel properties and the average polymerization degrees 
of the species with the reaction time are shown in 
Figure 7. The experimental results of Hild et al. 24 are 
also shown as data points. In spite of the differences 
between the measured and calculated gelation times, the 
experimental values agree well with the theoretical curves. 
Experiments indicate that the cyclization reactions lead 
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to a decrease in the average polymerization degree, a 
decrease in the gel fraction and an increase in the 
equilibrium degree of swelling 41A2. As seen in Figure 7, 
these are also the trends of the slight deviations between 
theory and experiment. Figure 7b also shows that, as the 
gel fraction approaches unity, the average polymerization 
degree of the branched molecules becomes equal to that 
of the primary molecules, indicating that only linear 
chains and unreacted styrene constitute the sol fraction 
towards the end of the polymerization. 

The effect of the initial DVB concentration on the 
critical conversion of the vinyl groups at t s is shown in 
Figure 8 for bulk polymerization (full curves) and for 
solution polymerization at c=20% (dotted curves), 
using an AIBN concentration of 0.08 M. For bulk 
polymerization and with less than 0.3% DVB, the 
reaction system becomes glassy prior to the onset of 
gelation. For solution polymerization (20%), no gelation 
occurs below 1%0 DVB owing to the insufficient amount 
of DVB. The conversion of the vinyl groups at t s decreases 
abruptly as the concentration of DVB increases and then 
levels off. A decrease in the total monomer concentration 
c or an increase in the AIBN concentration (not shown in 
Figure 8) will shift the gel point to higher conversions, 
i.e. gelation occurs later. 

The effect of the AIBN concentration on the variation 
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Figure 7 (a) Variation of the average polymerization degrees of the 
primary molecules (dotted curves) and the branched molecules (full 
curves) with the reaction time. Experimental results of Hild et al. for 
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Variation of the gel fraction W s and the equilibrium swelling ratio of  
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of the volume swelling ratio of S - D V B  networks versus 
reaction time is shown in Figure 9 for c = 50%. The initial 
concentration of D V B  is 2% in Figure 9a and 5% in 
Figure 9b. The broken curves represent the degree of  
dilution of the networks (v~). Simulations were carried 
out for m = 1 and continued until total conversion of  the 
vinyl groups M1 and M 2. As the initial concentration of  
A I B N  increases, gelation is delayed; therefore, as seen 
from Figure 9a and from the inset of Figure 9b, the loosely 

crosslinked networks formed just beyond gelation or 
those obtained at high A I B N  and low D V B  contents 
exhibit a decrease in v2, i.e. an increase in the swelling 
ratio with increasing A I B N  concentration. However,  
given a reaction time sufficient for network formation, 
/32 becomes directly proportional to the AIBN concentration 
owing to the increase in the rate of change of  i) 2 with 
time as the radical concentration increases. The limiting 
1)2 values, i.e. those obtained at the total conversion of  
M 1 and M 2 vinyls, are not greatly affected by the initiator 
concentration. 

From the practical point of  view, it is interesting 
to extend the above calculations to include highly 
crosslinked S - D V B  networks, although the calculated 
results will be only qualitatively acceptable. In Figure 10, 
the variation of  1)2 and 1)~ with the reaction time is shown 
for c = 50 and 20%. The initial concentrations of  D V B  
and A I B N  are 80 mol% (with respect to the monomers)  
and 0.08 M respectively. It can be seen that 1)2 reaches 
the value of  1)~, in other words, the incipient phase 
separation occurs, after 0.33 h, i.e. at tg, and after 2.13 h 
for c = 2 0  and 50% respectively. Moreover,  phase 
separation occurs earlier as the initial concentration of  
A I B N  increases (Figure 11); for c = 50%, the reaction time 
for incipient phase separation decreases from 2.13 to 
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1.67 h as the AIBN concentration increases from 0.08 to 
1M. 

Figure 12a illustrates the dependence of the limiting 
v2 and v~ values on the DVB concentration for 
c = 50 and 20%. In Figure 12b, the porosities of these 
networks are plotted as a function of the DVB 
concentration. It is seen that for the onset of phase 
separation, i.e. for the formation of heterogeneous 
structures, a threshold concentration of the DVB is 
necessary. The threshold concentrations of DVB for 
phase separation are 6 and 57% for c=20  and 50% 
respectively. Below the threshold concentration, the 
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reaction system is in a single homogeneous phase for all 
AIBN concentrations. As DVB is increased beyond this 
value, phase separation occurs. Depending on the 
threshold concentrations, the regions for the formation 
of homogeneous and heterogeneous structures are 
calculated and given in Figure 13. 

Within the past 30 years, significant experimental effort 
has been made to synthesize heterogeneous networks 9A°. 
Experimental results clearly show that heterogeneous 
S-DVB networks are obtained only above certain 
threshold concentrations of the diluent and of the DVB. 
The higher the DVB concentration, the lower is the 
threshold concentration of the diluent. The porosity of 
S-DVB networks increases as the concentration of the 
DVB or of the diluent increases. Figures 10-13 show 
exactly these trends. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A kinetic model was developed for free-radical MVM-  
DVM copolymerization reactions. Useful average 
properties were derived as a function of reaction time. 
The moment equations based on the primary molecules 
appear to be more powerful than those based on the 
branched molecules; they can also be used to calculate 
the structural characteristics of the gel, such as the 
cycle-rank density. Two major transitions of network- 
forming systems, namely gelation and phase separation, 
were predicted. Simplified equations for calculating the 
number- and weight-average polymerization degrees 
of branched polymers and the gel-point condition 
are identical to the equations derived by Flory and 
Stockmayer using statistical methods. Comparison of the 
model predictions with the experimental data of Hild and 
Okasha encourages the expectation that the model may 
be applicable to the enormous systems of practical 
interest. 

It must be noted that several restrictions were 
introduced during the development of the present 
model. A more realistic kinetic model of MVM-DVM 
copolymerization would require the treatment of 
cyclization 43, crosslink-density distribution 17, changes in 
kp3 depending on the size of the molecule bearing the 
pendent vinyl, as well as the calculation of the initial 
condition of the moment equations at the point of 
gelation. However, the idealized kinetic model presented 
in this paper is thought to form the basis for treating 
these deviations. Because of the simplicity of the relations 
derived, it is expected that these relations can be 
further developed theoretically, or empirically from the 
magnitude of deviations observed in real systems. 
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A P P E N D I X  1 

Calculation o f  the mole fraction o f  the radical species xj 

Invoking the steady-state approximat ion  for each of  
the radical species separately, and assuming that  the 
propagat ion  rates are much larger than both  the initiation 
and termination rates, one obtains: 

X I  :X2:X 3 = l:a:b 

where 

a=kp12[M2]{kp31[M1]+kp32[M2]+(kplakpa2/kp12)[Ma]} 

kp2~[M ~](kp3~[M,] + kp32[M2] +(kp3~kp23/kp2,)[M3]} 

b -  (kp13+akp23)[M3] 

kp31[M1]wkpa2[M2] 

A P P E N D I X  2 

Derivation of  the moment equations 

Invoking  the steady-state approximation,  the moments  
of the primary molecules in the sol can be derived as 
follows. 

Radical balances 
3 

rs'{*----- ~ kai[A*][M'i] 
i = 1  

3 

rR;'* = ~ kp,EM'd(ERT-*,] - JR"*] )  
i = l  

-- (kp3 [M~] + kt [R '*]) [R ' , '*]  "~ 0 

(Ala) 

r = 2 , 3 , 4  . . . .  

(Alb) 

Radical moments 

rr; = kt [R '*]2  + --~1 kp~[M'i] Yv 
i =  v = O  Y 

- (kp3[M'~]t -k t[R '*-])Yn '~O n = 0 ,  1,2 . . . .  

(A2) 

Polymer balances Eliminating the balance of  radicals, 
the balance equat ion for sol polymers  can be written as 
follows: 

rp:. = k t d [ R ' * ] [ R " * ]  
r - - i  

v ° ,  t . ,  
+0.5ktc ~ [ a s  ] [ a , - s ]  r =  1,2, 3 . . . .  (A3) 

S = I  

Polymer moments 

rQ~, = ktd[R'*]  Y~ 

Y , Y , _ ,  n = 0 ,  1,2, . .  (A4) 
v=O V 

Since Y~, >> Y~,_ 1 and 
3 3 

kpi[M' i] ~-- • kp,[Mi] 
i = 1  i = 1  

in free-radical polymerization, the momen t  equat ions 
given above yield equat ions (12) and (13) in the text. 

The moments  of  the branched molecules are evaluated 
as follows: 

Radical balances 

rR'* = k,~[A*] [Mi]  -- kp~[MJ + kt[R* ] [R'~*] - 0 
i = 1  i 

(A5a) 
2 

l ,  t ,  rR',* = ka3 [A*] [M; , , -  1] + ~ kpi[Mi]([R,-  1] - [R,  ]) 
i = l  

r - 2  

+ ~ kp3[Ma , j ] [R , - j -1 ]  
j = l  

-- (kp3 [M3]  + kt[R*])[R',*] - 0 r = 2 , 3 , 4  . . . .  

(A5b) 

Radical moments 

rr = k t [ R . ] 2  + kpi[Mi ] n Y~ 
i = 1  v = O  V 

+ 2 kp3[M3] Y~Q,+I-v/Q1 
v = O  V 

- (kpaI -M;]  + kt[R*-])Y~-~0 n = 0 ,  1, 2 . . . .  (A6) 
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Polymer balances 
r--1 

rp, = ktd[R*][R' ,*]  + 0.5ktc ~ [R'~*]I-R',*_s] 
s=l  

- -  kp3[M~,,][a'* ] r = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  (A7) 

Kinetic modelling of network formation: O. Okay 

Polymer moments 

re. = k,a[R*] Y~ + 0.5ktc Y, I1,_~ 
v=O lP 

-kp3[M;]YoQ.÷I/Q1 n = 0 ,  l, 2 . . . .  (a8)  

The approximations made for the primary molecules 
yield the equations in the text. 
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